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THE MAINE CAMPUS
Vol. VII

ORONO, MAINE, FEBRUARY 13, 1906

No. 16

HYDROGRAPHIC BRANCH OF THE U. S.
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.
Owing to the rush and worry attendant upon approaching examinations, the report of the lecture delivered by Prof. Boardman before the Junior Civil
Engineering Society, which appeared in the last issue,
was not submitted for correction. For this reason several mistakes and mis-statements appeared, and THE
CAMPUS takes this occasion to print a revised report of
the lecture.

the United States. It is divided into two sections, eastern and western, the latter including
the thirteen states and territories within which
work is being done under the reclamation law."
The Reclamation Service originated under an
act of Congress dated June r7th, 1902, providing for a fund "to be used in the examination
EFORE the Junior Civil Engineer- and survey for and the construction and mainteing Society on Wednesday even- nance of irrigation works for the storage,
ing, January 24, Prof. Boardman diversion and development of waters for the
OCII, I delivered a lecture on various reclamation of arid and semi-arid lands" in
0
1:1:Elletetl
branches of government service Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho. Kansas,
which employ civil engineers, touching partic- Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexido, N.
ularly the divisions of Hydrography, and Re- Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, S. Dakota, Utah,
clamation Service, of the Hydrographic Branch Washington and Wyoming.
of the Geological Survey.
The Reclamation Service, although under the
This service has been brought to the attention control of the Director of the Geological Survey,
of Maine students during the last few years is not strictly a part of the survey. To carry
from the fact that it has offered employment to into effect the objects of the law, an engineering
a considerable number both graduates and corps, known as the Reclamation Service, was
undergraduates.
organized as a portion of the hydrographic
Prof. Boardman spoke in part as follows:
branch of the Geological Survey in order to
The Geological Survey is divided into five receive the benefit of the regulations and methods
branches : Administrative, Publication, Geo- of that bureau.
logic, Topographic and Hydrographic. These
By arid lands are meant the lands which are
branches are subdivided into different divisions, so dry and parched as to be totally unfit for the
those of the Hydrographic being the divisions of raising of crops. If this land could receive the
Hydrography, Hydrology, Hydro-economics, rainfall of the semi-humid regions it would perand the Reclamation Service.
haps become fit for tillage and the raising of
The division of Hydrography "measures the crops. Irrigation does for the land in these
surface streams, studies their fluctuations, and arid regions, what the rainfall does in the semidetermines the quantity of the water supply of humid regions. If we have such land together
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with the ability to irrigate the same, we probably have a paying investment, for the warm
dry climate, provided that enough water is at
hand for irrigation purposes, is conducive to
excellent crops.
The engineering corps which has been generally created to meet the needs of the service consists of well-trained and experienced men,
selected through the Civil Service Commission.
In each of the thirteen states and three territories named in the reclamation law there are
one or more district engineers. This district
engineer has charge of the work in his district,
and is directly under the chief engineer, or his
deputies. Other engineers are assigned to the
district engineer to take charge of various parts
of the work, and under these come the assistant
engineers and aids. The results and reports of
investigations are carefully collected and digested by the district engineer, after which he
makes up his report and recommendations concerning the "project" and sends the same to
the chief engineer, who refers the question to a
board of consulting engineers for their approval
or disapproval. There are then three stages in
the development of the project: first, that of
exploration and location: second, that of designing, and third, that of construction.
In the second stage, provided the project
passes the first, the district engineer has the
help of engineers who are well versed in
this particular line, and on the completion of
the design it is approved by another board of
engineers, after which, if it is approved by the
Secretary of the Interior, it passes to the stage
of construction. In general the work of the
reclamation service consists of the investigation,
design, and construction of storage reservoirs,
dams, canals, ditches, tunnels, bridges, etc.,
with all attendant details.
During the past three years a number of our
recent graduates, as well as some of the older
alumni, have received appointment in this
service and are scattered over the country.
Structural and hydraulic engineering offer excellent opportunities to the young man on completion of his college course, and it would seem
that, to the young man with "push" and the

determination to succeed, the reclamation service also offers opportunities fully as desirable.
The principle under which appointments and
promotions are made is "of getting the best
men possible for the different positions, and of
giving them every opportunity and encouragement to do good work. It must not be supposed
that a man who passes the examination and is
appointed has met the only requirement. This
is but the beginning, and no man is kept in the
service who fails to keep up to the standard
set
"All of the work in hand, especially that of
reconnaissance and preliminary surveys, is, to a
certain extent, full of emergencies. Countries
partly explored or almost unknown are examined and unexpected contingencies are constantly arising. Opportunities must be seized
and personal convenience must not be regarded.
When floods occur they must be measured, and
when the sky is clear signals must be observed
even at personal sacrifice. For this reason heat
or cold and times or hours of work can not be
considered, and if any man in the regular service begins to complain of irregularities of hours
of employment he is recommended for private
occupation."
Hydrographic investigations by the Geological Survey were begun in 1888, the first appropriations for the work being made in 1894.
At the present time measurements of flow are
being taken upon most of the principal rivers of
the United States. There are six hydrographic
districts, New England, New York, with the
Great Lakes, Middle Atlantic States, Southern
States, Central States, and the State of Texas.
The water powers of this State are counted
among the finest in the United States, but until
recently no systematic methods have been
applied to the measurements of available power,
except, perhaps, in isolated cases. The real
work of measuring the stream flow began during
the summer of 1901, and in 1903 the Legislature
appropriated a definite amount for hydrographic
investigation in Maine.
Besides the maintenance of about twenty
gaging stations in Maine, where a study of the
flow of the various rivers is carried on, the
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United States Geological Survey is also carrying on other investigations in the State. These
include the procuring of river plans and profiles,
the investigation of storage possibilities, and experiments on the question of evaporation. The
work of the Topographic Branch in making the
topographic maps of the country should also be
mentioned, although this branch of the Survey
has not been discussed.
After the speaker had concluded his remarks,
maps showing river profiles, plans, the topography of the country, etc., were passed around
and a general discussion of the subject was
carried on.
J1
DR. HARRIS CHOSEN
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ABOUT DR. HARRIS
Dr. Abram Winegardner Harris was born in
Philadelphia, Nov. 7, 1858, being the son of
James Russell and Susan (Reed) Harris. He
was graduated from Wesleyan Universit y,
Middletown, Conn., in the class of 1880. For
several years afterwards he was director of experimental statistics in the office of the department of agriculture at Washington and he has
prepared many scientific and administrative
documents for the United States government.
In 1890, Dr. Harris married Miss Clara V.
Bainbridge of Philadelphia and they have one
son, Abram W. Harris, Jr.
Dr. Harris has received the honorary degree
of Sc. D. from Bowdoin college, and LL. D.
from the University of New Brunswick and the
University of Maine.

Dr. Abram W. Harris, former president of
the University of Maine, and present head of
NORTHWESTERN UN1VERSITV
the Jacob Tome Institute at Port Deposit, Md.,
Northwestern University is located at Evanswas elected president of Northwestern Univerton, Ill., although several of the graduate
sity on Friday, Feb. 2.
including law and medicine are in
departments,
Northwestern university is one of the leading
institutions of learning in the country. To be the city of Chicago. The institution was organof the
tendered the presidency of such an institution is ized in 1851 and is under the control
a magnificent compliment to Dr. Harris, who Methodist Episcopal church. The university
of
has long ranked as one of the foremost educators has 302 instructors and a total enrollment
4007 students in all departments. The graduof the east.
Dr. Harris was president of the University of ates number 9819, not including last June's
Maine from September, 1893, to December, 1901, class.
Jig
and during his administration that institution
made rapid progress. After he severed his conCOLLEGE MEETING
nection with the University, Dr. Harris went to
At a college meeting held in the chapel TuesPort Deposit, Md., where he assumed the
directorship of the Jacob Tome institute, one of day morning the conditions and the prospects
the most heavily endowed and prominent second- for a successful season in baseball were clearly
ary schools in the country. This school has set before the students.
President Banks of the athletic association
flourished under Dr. Harris' direction and general regret, both among the students and gov- spoke a few words concerning the baseball seaerning officials will be felt at Dr. Harris' de- son soon to open. Other speakers were Prof.
Jones, captain Frost and manager Haywood of
parture to Northwestern University.
As president of the university, it is understood the baseball team. In a few words they told
that Dr. Harris will receive a salary of $10,000 a what was expected of the students, and the
year. While at Jacob Tome he has received necessity for having a large squad of men out
about the same amount, but it has long been for practice. Captain Frost made a call for men
understood that he has been desirous of entering to begin light "gym" work preparatory to
university work, preferring it to a secondary cage work which began Feb. 12, when coach
Butman arrived.
education.
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EDITORIALS
We regret to announce the resignation of
R. S. Sherman, 'o6, from THE CAMPUS board.

A few years ago an attempt was made to
establish an honor system at the University.
The movement was made by a few
Cribbing. right minded students who were
anxious to see the idea adopted. The
plan was placed before the student body and
after consideration the majority of the students
decided not to adopt the honor system.
"Cribbing" is a detestable practice. It is
not only plain stealing, it is worse than that. A

man who deliberately steals anything generally
involves only himself. It is vastly different
when a man steals his rank in college. He
involves not only himself but his professors; he
gives them a false idea of his worth and when
he is sent out into the world with a falsely
earned diploma and recommendations that he
has no right to have from his professors and is
shown to be deficient, he then throws discredit
upon his University.
Few of us look at "Cribbing"in this light,
some have come to regard it as rather a smart
trick, provided a man is not caught and simply
as hard luck if he is. Honor in certain timings
among a part of the students at this University
has fallen away below par and the simple reason
is that they have become lax in their ideas.
When a man enters college he does not come with
the idea of stealing his way through by the use
of another man's brains; as a general thing he
has never done any "cribbing" in preparatory
school. He has not been here long however,
before he realizes the attitude of a part of the
student body toward "cribbing" and he is very
liable to fall into the habit of receiving and
giving help in his examinations, especially if
the subject be a difficult one. In fact he has
sacrificed his honor, the one thing that he
should hold most dear.
We are no longer children, nor are we hardened criminals that we must be watched by a
police force in the guise of the faculty during
our "prelims" and examinations. We are men
striving for an education, striving to gain something by which we may lift ourselves a little
above the ordinary. We will soon be out in the
world. People will look up to us as college
graduates and will expect more from us. How
are we going to win this respect? Surely not
by stealing our way through college.
We have come to the time when the student
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THE MAINE CAMPUS
body must take some definite action in regard
to "cribbing." We cannot go on from year to
year, sacrificing our honor, having a few men
expelled who happen to get caught, and others
going free who are as badly involved as the men
who were punished. It is giving the University
a black eye and we, her loyal supporters, must
take some immediate action to prevent her
further disgrace.
Ot

The first issue of the Blue Book has appeared
and has proved itself most satisfactory in every
department.

Che Blue
Book.

The University needs
such a publication and we sincerely
hope that it has come to stay. When
the idea of a literary paper was first

suggested many of the prime movers thought it
would be very difficult to procure Sufficient
advertising matter to insure its publication.
This idea was advanced on account of the
numerous University publications, and the constant call upon the merchants in the vicinity, for
advertising matter. This difficulty, however,
has been overcome, and the business manager
has demonstrated his ability in that line.
It was taken for granted that the students
would give it their financial support and when a
canvass was made nearly three hundred agreed
to subscribe. Arrangements were made to place
the subscription of one dollar upon the term
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student body and now is the proper time to
rectify this error. Those who have not already
paid in their subscriptions should do so at an
early date.
..211
The editors of the 1907 Psism certainly
deserve a word of praise for the excellent work
that they have done on this year's

Che 1907
Prism

publication. Several times during
past years the book has been issued
so late in the spring term that money
has been lost, and the only way to clear up the
debt has been by assessing the members of the
class that published the book. Last spring
lerm when the present editors were elected it

was decided that the book must be issued during Junior week. Work was commenced on the
book immediately and it has not lagged far an
instant.
At the present time all of the half tones and
the greater part of the copy to be used in the
publication are at the office of the printer who is
doing the work on the book. At this time last
year only a part of the half tones were in a condition to be used and the long wait for them
caused the delay on the 1906 Prism. In fact
this year's P;ism is much farther advanced than
the book of last year was at this time. It is
perfectly safe to say that the 1907 Prism will
make its appearance during the coming Junior
week.

bill. Imagine

the surprise of the business
manager when he found that only one hundred
students had paid for their subscriptions, the
others that had agreed to take the Blue Book
had refused to pay when it appeared on their
term bill.
Evidently there is some misunderstanding
among the majority of the students. In order
for the Blue Book to continue its existence it
must have better financial support from the

The chemistry department of Harvard has
recently installed one of the latest types of liquid
air machines.
One hundred colored students at Talladega
College left college recently, because a southern
white man was employed as superintendent of
the college farm.
Among the strikers were
several females. Talladega is a co-educational
institution for negroes and has an enrollment of
over i000.

THE BOSTON ALUMNI MEETING
A REPLY TO A RECENT NEWSPAPER ARTICLE

HE annual meeting of the Boston
Alumni Association was held at
the State of Maine Club, Feb. 3rd,
and was a particularly pleasant
ilmi=ommEI
occasion. About fifty alumni were
present, and the speakers were Hon. L. C.
Southard, '75 ; W. F. Garcelon, Esq., an alumnus of Bates; J. Colby Bassett, Esq., an alumnus
of Colby ; President Fellows, Professor Woods,
Professor Jones and F. J. McCoy.
The first three speakers are the alumni representatives of Maine, Bates and Colby, on the
Maine Intercollegiate Athletic Board, and by
agreement between themselves they spoke in regard to Bowdoin's continued refusal to become a
member of the Board. This topic seemed to
strike the newspaper men present as good stuff,
for somewhat sensational stories with lurid headlines appeared in the Sunday papers, although
the extracts from the speeches which they
quoted were fairly accurate. These extracts
are published in another column.
Not one of the speakers threw any mud at
Bowdoin, but each of them is convinced that
Bowdoin's attitude in regard to the Board is unfortunate for the athletic situation in the State,
and each of them hopes that in some way the
older alumni of Bowdoin and those who live far
enough away from Brunswick and the coterie
which administers its athletic affairs will be
aroused to see the advantages that would be
brought by a change of policy.
It is an instructive fact that since the Board
was organized, in 1902, no one of the institutions belonging to it has questioned the eligibility of any player on the teams of the other
members of the Board, while during this period
all of them have had sufficient evidence to convince them that at least three men whom Bowdoin has allowed to play were ineligible under
the rules which the Bowdoin Athletic Associa-

tion has itself adopted. The success of at least
two Bowdoin teams was in large part due to the
presence of these men. Success may be worth
such a price to Bowdoin, but it must not complain at having to pay the bill.
The screed in the Kennebec Journal of Feb.
6th, in the guise of a"special"from Bowdoin
served its purpose of permitting some sufferer
from wounded feelings to relieve his lacerated
susceptibilities, but it is really more humorous to
anybody wh.)knows the facts than its writer intended. While THE CAMPUS has no desire to
engage in any controversy or to say anything
to cause irritation between undergraduates at
Maine and Bowdoin, we do feel that some of
the implications of the communication referred
to, when given the publicity that appearance in
the columns of the Journal permits, call for some
reply even at the risk of adding to an irritation
whose existence every right feeling student
should deplore, whether he be at Maine or
Bowdoin. The sooner the students at Bowdoin
can get it through their heads that the Maine
Intercollegiate Athletic Board is not a combine
or an attempt at a combine, but an organization to promote friendly athletic relations, the
better it will be for athletics at Bowdoin.
Bowdoin College is entitled to the reputation
it has for age and the prominence many of its
alumni have attained, as well as to the feeling of
satisfaction these pieces of good fortune carry
with them, but Bowdoin men should not fail to
recognize the fact that when those men in whose
reputation they take such pride were undergraduates, Bowdoin College was very much inferior
in endowment, equipment and the training of its
faculty to any of the other Maine colleges as
This little oversight by
they are to-day.
fails to produce a quiet
never
men
Bowdoin
smile from alumni of the other colleges,
when the enthusiastic Bowdoin man allows him-
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self to revel so luxuriantly in the glories of the
past.
That Bowdoin has eligibility rules of its own
is not questioned by anybody, and that most of
them are enforced is not denied, but it is certainly true that when Cox and McGraw were
allowed to represent Bowdoin in athletics, it was
against the spirit if not the letter of a rule which
was in the constitution of the Bowdon' Athletic
Association, and it is also true that neither of
these men would have been allowed to represent
either of the other three colleges of the State.
However unpalatable this may be to Bowdoin
men, they must take the medicine they prepared
for themselves. The Bowdoin correspondent of
the Journal forgot (?) to mention this rule
among the others to which he pointed with
such pride, and all of the others, except the
scholarship requirement, are identical with those
proposed by the Maine Intercollegiate Athletic
Board, adopted by all the colleges belonging to
it, and finally, after considerable hesitation, by
Bowdoin.
The scholarship requirement at Bowdoin was
not adopted until several years after the University of Maine faculty had made pretty rigid
scholastic rules, and Bowdoin is to be congratulated upon its wisdom in finally recognizing the
necessity for this action on its part.
The "higher requirements" myth ought to
be relegated to the place where exploded traditions go. For many years Bowdoin prided
itself on its refusal to admit by certificate, but it
now accepts certificates from exactly the same
institutions as Maine, and is certainly understood by preparatory school students generally,
to be no more rigid in accepting them. It is
also thoroughly understood by the fellows preparing for college that the entrance examinations to Bowdoin are no more difficult to pass
than those of Maine. livery year sees some
men entering Bowdoin by transfer from other
colleges, with full credit for their entrance
requirements and for their advanced work, and
it has been suspected occasionally that the
Bowdoin students themselves were glad to
receive them there, either these requirements
and work are fairly equivalent to those of Bow-
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doin, or, — but any alternative is wholly incompatible with the high standard Bowdoin so
strenuously waves aloft.
Any man who says the other three Maine colleges have ever combined against Bowdoin in
any agreement or league is ignorant of facts or
deliberately falsifies. The truth is simply that
after allowing Bowdoin to dictate to them for a
period of years, each of the others decided to
issue a declaration of independence. After waiting years for Bowdoin to take the lead in clearing up the athletic situation, which on account
of its prestige it might naturally be expected to
do, they finally decided to go ahead by themselves, and let Bowdoin, if she would, trail
along behind the rest of the procession. If
Bowdoin is willing to continue in this position,
it must of course be permitted to do so.
That wonderful athletic record which is never
allowed to be forgotten through any false modesty of Bowdoin men ought to be a great consolation to them, for the record of the years during which the present generation of undergraduates was in college is not one about which
so much is heard. But ancient history will be
recalled for some years longer, probably, until
Maine or some other college has the audacity to
win victories enough to balance those won in
the way back days when Bowdon' had everything its own way.
The Journal correspondent says Bowdoin is
entitled to fair play. So it is, but it is also
under obligations to play fair. It makes a
difference in which way the words are arranged.
All that the other Maine colleges want is clean
athletic contests by men who are fairly entitled
to play. The Maine Intercollegiate Athletic
Board has demonstrated its usefulness in promoting this. Bowdoin's refusal to become a
member is a refusal to meet the other colleges
on this plane, and no spacious argument to the
contrary can alter this fact.

Ten Harvard student patrons of the Harvard Dining Association are in the hospital sick
with diptheria. The authorities do not fear an
epidemic.
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BOSTON ALUMNI MEETING
(Boston Sunday Globe.)

The athletic relations of Maine colleges was
the chief topic of the after-dinner speakers at
the annual banquet of the University of Maine
Alumni Association of Boston, held last evening
at the State of Maine club on Ashburton place.
Bowdoin college, which is not represented on
the Maine intercollegiate board of arbitration,
was referred to several times, and was criticised
for her attitude, although nothing but praise
for Bowdoin's high standing was uttered by the
speakers.
Will R. Howard, '82, presided and seated at
the head table with him were these principal
guests: William F. Garcelon, a graduate of
Bates and Harvard and graduate director of
athletics at Harvard; J. Colby Bassett, a graduate of Colby ; Louis C. Southard, an alumnus
of the University of Maine; Frank J. McCoy, a
Vale graduate, and a former member of the
Vale 'varsity football team ; Dr. George E.
Fellows, president of the University of Maine ;
Prof. Ralph K. Jones, representative of the
faculty of the University of Maine on the athletic association and Prof. Charles D. Woods,
director of the Maine experimental station and a
member of the faculty of the University of
Maine.
Messrs. Garcelon, Bassett and Southard constitute the arbitration board of the Maine Intercollegiate Athletic Association.
Mr. Southard was the first speaker and during the course of his remarks said :
"As an out-growth of this idea of promoting friendship among the colleges, Bates,
Colby and Maine in 1902 established the existing 'Maine intercollegiate athletic board,' its
purposes being to promote friendly competition
in athletics between the various Maine colleges,
and to adjudicate any controversies between
them which may be referred to it for settlement.
"Much to their regret, Bowdoin college declined to be bound by any eligibility rules, or to
refer her athletic differences to the board of
arbitration, and this position she has maintained up to the present time.

"Games with Bowdoin are not played under
intercollegiate rules and are not therefore,
strictly speaking, championship games. Neither
does a protest against the eligibility of Bowdoin's players have any binding effect, for the
reason that she is not legally subject to any
agreement which would prevent her playing the
rankest of time servers on any team ; and there
is no tribunal before which she can be brought,
whatever the offence. Protest, therefore, serves
only as notice that her breach of amateur college etiquette is observed although no advantage
can be taken of it.
"This condition of things has become widely
known in the college world, and there is no
question but what Bowdoin college and its reputatio n has and is suffering from vbat is looked
upon as unsportsmanlike conduct.
"It is a harsh, but unfortunately true criticism to say that the only college in Maine to
which 'ringers' can safely go and be permitted
to play on its varsity'teams is'good old Bowdoin,' one of the oldest institutions and one for
which we have the highest veneration and respect. Colleges, however, like men, cannot live
on the reputations of their forefathers, and the
very admiration which we have for Bowdoin's
past, makes our present regret more keen."
Mr. Garcelon, the next speaker, said:
"Mr. Southard has referred to Bowdoin's unwillingness to join us in our agreements regarding eligibility of pl ayers and settlement of
disputed points.
"Although we partisans do not admit it,
Bowdoin is looked on by the public as the best
college in Maine. At least it is the oldest and
boasts of a line of most illustrious graduates.
No one denies Bowdoin authorities the right to
determine themselves who shall play on their
teams and the right to insist on having their
way when disputes arise with the other Maine
colleges. It may not, however, always be fair.
"When all is said, we must all admit that
we'd rather win from Bowdoin than from any
one else, and frequently we are willing to waive
our rights for the sake of taking a whack at her.
There, at least, she has the advantage of us in
negotiations,
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"It being her privilege to stand by herself
and to determine who shall play on her teams,
the question arises whether in dealing with the
other Maine colleges she should meet them on
equal terms.
"Any definition of true sport which attempts
to classify players is not a fair one. You have
had and we have had professional baseball
players on our teams who have exercised as true
sportsmanship as any one could.
"When a man goes into a game because he
likes it and loves it, and is not paid for it, he is
a true sportsman, even if he did last summer or
the year before play for money.
"The spirit of true sportsmanship does not,
however, allow one to take an unfair advantage
of another. Without saying that Bowdoin may
not have good reason for her attitude, toward
this intercollegiate association, I do say that in
her contests with Maine colleges she should
conform to the same rules that govern them as
to eligibility of players.
"Maine, Colby and Bates have joined forces
to eliminate disputes between the colleges and
to encourage the spirit of cordiality and friendly
rivalry among them. The attitude of Bowdoin,
whether it be the holier-than-thou'kind or an
indifferent one, should be changed."
The third speaker was Mr. Bassett, who said:
"Professionalism is a disease. In the atmosphere of professionalism true athletics cannot
live. When a college man goes into professional
athletics he not only prostitutes himself, but
brings back an element which is bound to prove
fatal in the end.
"Another thing we should be careful of is
excesses excessive indulgence and excessive
interest in the games.
"Then there is the financial question. However, we may laugh at good tainting anything
it does have a disastrous effect which throws its
shadows across the athletic field.
"The alumni can play a strong hand, which
will remedy those evils should they arise. The
only thing that will make contests successful is
to cultivate the spirit of fair play. In my opinion the Bowdoin question is going to work out
its own salvation. Bowdoin, if she continues
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those conditions which we think prevent fair
play is bound to suffer to such an extent which
will bring her around and make her see our
ideas."
Dr. Fellows was next called upon and said:
"I believe most firmly in the future of Maine
as an industrial, commercial and educational
proposition.
"Nothing can be accomplished except by cooperation. Entrance requirements have been
agreed upon by a getting together of the four
colleges of the State. That would seem to have
worked a disadvantage to the University of
Maine. It did for one year. The effect, however, has been so good on the whole State that
every college, so I am informed, had larger
freshmen classes than ever. We last year had
the largest entering class in the history of the
University of Maine.
"Conditions now exist in Maine which are
going to make that state develop in the next 25
years as rapidly as any of the western states,
and the University of Maine must do its share.
"Interest in the agricultural college seems
significant, as it shows that the people who are
working on soil are anxious for its development
and the future of the State.
"Student life is becoming richer. Clubs
which enter into the intellectual life are as
active as though representing social life. There
is promised a development of the literary side of
the college such as was never seen before."
At a business meeting preceding the dinner
these officers were elected: Samuel D. Thompson, 'oi, president; Frank H. Bowerman, 'oo,
vice president; Walter N. Cargill, 'oo, secretary and treasurer; Hon. I,. C. Southard, '76,
Will R. Howard, '82, and William B. Pierce,
'90, executive committee.

Joseph Hunter will be the first graduate coach
at Northwestern University next fall, to replace
Walker E. McCormack, the former Dartmouth
and Exeter coach, who coached Northwestern
last season. Authorities at the Methodist institution say that they will probably never have
a professional coach again.
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Mandolin Trio—Dream of Spring
MESSRS. SOUTHARD, MORRISON, NASH

MUSICAL INTERESTS
BANGOR CONCERT.
For a number of years past the University has
held high rank by reason of the excellence of its
musical clubs which represent it. This year is
no exception, but seems to add to the already
high reputation. The concert given in Bangor
City Hall, Friday evening, Feb. 2, under the
auspices of the Universalist Young People's
Society, was one of the great successes that
have been achieved by the clubs, and as far as
attendance was concerned, it was the greatest.
The correspondent of the Bangor Commercial
has the following to say :
"The annual concert by the University of
Maine Musical clubs, under the auspices of the
Universalist Young People's Society, in City
Hall, Friday night, was a distinct success, being
attended by the largest crowd on any similar
occasion for a long time. More than woo people attended the concert and applauded the good
work of the clubs. The concert was followed by
the usual dance for which Pullen furnished
music, the floor being covered with dancers
until midnight, when the last waltz was played."
This was the program :
PART FIRST
Marching Song —Up and Away!
Geihel
With a readiness, a steadiness, we march our way
along,
While for liberty, fraternity, we sing a happy song.
On to victory ! our battle-cry shall ever, ever be,
For we love the land, our native land, the home of
brave and free.
The trumpet sounds at break of day;
We hear the call, yes, we obey;
For here no longer may we stay,
When duty calls we march with galliant tread,
We march on to the fray.
Up and away, up, away!
Ah ! peacefully resting, when the wrong is righted,
Thankful to heaven for the victory;
Soon with our loved ones we'll be reunited,
And ever grateful be for glorious liberty.
GLEE AND MANDOLIN CLUBS
The Toastmaster, March
MANDOLIN CLUB
Reading

Selected
'AIR. liijows

Kaloola

Jennings
BANJO

ORCHESTRA

The Sandman
Hab you heard de story ob de Sandman tole a-right?
How he bring his bucket full ob sand on eb'ry night?
When de little pickaninnies safely am in bed,
He do come an pat you on de head;
An' when you look up at him full ob great surprise,
He frow the sand into your eyes,
An' den he go erway until an udder day;
An' bless you, honey, you am sound asleep!
De Sandman, when de hour am late,
He will come, as sure as fate,
An' will frow de sand from out his hand;
So doan you make a fuss or cry,
Else he pass you by.
MESSRS. SMITH, KNIGHT, HODGINS AND Mat, WITH
GLEE CLUB
PART SECOND
Mayor of Tokia
MANDOLIN CLUB
Reading

Selected
MR. FELLOWS

Fill Your Steins
There's a cure for all manner of ill, lads,
And it never was known to fail;
'Tis a flagon filled up to the brim, lads,
Of home-brewed ale!
Fill your stems! 'Tis a boon to a fellow,
For a thirst, to be sure, is no sin,
And this ale, with old age good and mellow
Is a-waiting for us to begin.
Heigho! Heigho! then put aside your sorrow,
'Tis time for that tomorrow,
And take a cup, and drink it up,
Of good old home-brewed ale!
To the health of wives and sweethearts,
We'll quaff 'till break of day,
And homage do, to old home-brew,
And drink our cares away!
MESSRS. BOVLE, FELLOWS, NASH AND BIRD, WITH
GLEE CLUB
(MR. RINGWALL at the piano)
'Cello Solo

Selected
MR. MAXWELL

The Circus Parade
BA NJO ORCHESTRA
Stein Song
CO1COrd, '07
Fill the steins to dear old Maine!
Fill as the rafters ring!
Stand and drink the toast once again!
Let every loyal Maine man sing.
Then
Drink to all the happy hours,—
Drink to the careless days!
Drink to Maine. our Alma Mater,—
The college of our hearts always!
GLP:r: CLUB

Especial note should be made of the excellent
work of the instrumental clubs ; also of the play-
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ing of James Maxwell. Mr. Maxwell is a Bangor boy, and in the place of Mr. Sprague, the
former 'cello soloist of the clubs, delighted his
many Bangor friends by his excellent playing,
which was one of the most pleasing features of
the concert program.
UNIVERSITY ORCHESTRA.
Never was the time when the musical organizations of the University flourished as they do
at present. By constant and conscientious work
on the part of the members of the orchestra, they
have reached a point of perfection where they
can supply a demand for any class of work.
They have played at several dances during the
past few weeks, and nothing but praise can be
said of their work, and it is safe to say they will
improve rapidly in places where this improvement is necessary.
On the other hand, those in charge of affairs
where the services of an orchestra is required,
should not be slow in recognizing the value of
the orchestra, and should encourage it by their
increased patronage.
SPECIAL CHAPEL MUSIC.
Seldom is a more pleasing solo given in the
Chapel than that of Mr. Frank Lane of Bangor,
who sang, "My Redeemer and My Lord," by
D. Buck. Mr. Lane has a rich and powerful
voice, and he had no difficulty in filling the entire Chapel, a thing which many of the Chapel
soloists seem unable to do with ease.
.01,

.101

Y. M. C. A.
The topic of the meeting on Wednesday
evening was "What the V. M. C. A. Stands
For," reference Rom. 12, 1-21. R. S. Sherman
'o6, led the meeting. The topic for Feb. iii. is
"Our General Orders," reference John 12, 7
and 17 ; M. R. Lovett 'oó, will be the leader.
The topic for Feb. 21 iS "What Bible Study
Does for a Man," reference Ps. 19; L. J. Reed
'07, will lead the meeting. The topic for Feb.
28 is"Purity," reference Prov. 7, 6-27 ; H. L.
Churchill,'o6 ; the president of the association
will lead the fleeting.

MAINE 27, COLBY 18
In a lively and exciting game of basketball,
Maine won her first college victory from Colby,
Saturday evening, Feb. 3. The game started
in with a rush, and was clean and fast from
beginning to end. The Maine supporters were
surprised at the great improvement which the
team made in the last few weeks, for at times
their team work and passing were so excellent
that they fairly took the Colby five off their feet.
Colby sent over a snappy team but their weak
point was in basket shooting.
Immediately after the game started, Libby of
Colby threw a basket, and was awarded a third
point for interference in the attempt. However,
Colby fouled twice in succession and Burke
threw both baskets for Maine. Then Maine
took a spurt and Elliott threw two baskets,
making the score Maine 6, Colby 3.
Soon after Libby scored the last point for
Colby in the first half, and then Owen and
Elliott proceeded to get in some good work,
scoring one basket each. Colby fouled, but
Burke missed the goal. By some clever signal
work, Owen succeeded in caging the ball and
immediately after, Scales followed his example.
Colby fouled again, but Burke failed at goal and
the half ended with the score in Maine's favor,
14 to 5.
In the second half the honors were about
even, partly because two new Maine men played
a portion of the half, and partly because Colby
made a remarkable spurt. By some quick passing, Burke scored and Scales followed with another. About this time Colby got busy, and
Willey increased Colby's score by two points.
Both sides fouled, but neither threw the goal;
and then, with the aid of good team work, Burke
scored two points for Maine. It was then
Colby's turn to do a little scoring, and two
baskets by Willey and McClellan brought up
Colby's score four points, making the standing
Maine 20, Colby if.
At this point Stuart took Burke's place.
Owen and Scales kept up the good work for
Maine, adding one basket each. Then Morrison replaced Capt. Owen and immediately
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after Willey tossed one in for Colby. In a short
time Black succeeded in making a long throw
for a goal, which was followed by another basket
by Libby. Two double fouls gave each side a
point and Colby scored one more point on a foul
by Elliott just as time was called.
There was a large attendance at the game and
many enjoyed the dancing afterwards.
The lineup and summary:
MAINE
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MAINE

Aiken, r f
Mansfield, r f
Webber, if
Chase, 1 f,
Wakefield, c
Jones, r g
Balentine, 1 g

OLD TOWN

I b, Hinckley
............ •• • • .... •..... r b, Mishou
c, Keith
. . 1 f, Davenport
r f, Brown

U. of M. 3, Old Town High 2. Referee, Howell.
Umpire, Marshall. Time-keeper, Steens. Scorer,
Elliott.

COLBY

Scales, r f
Owen (Morrison), if
Black, c
Burke (Stuart), r g
Elliott, 1 g

I g, Libby
r g, Willey
c, MacClellan
1 f, Hammond
r f, DeWitt

Score—Maine 27, Colby 18. Goals from floor—Owen
3, Scales 3, Burke 2, Elliott 3, Black, Willey 3, Libby
3, MacClellan. Goals from fouls — Willey, Scales,
Burke, 2. Referee— Bliven of Bangor. Scorer, Cram.
Timer, Emerson. Time 20-minute halves.

at
MAINE 3, 0. T. H. S. 2
On Saturday evening, Jan. 27, the girls basketball team of the University of Maine played
their first game with the Old Town High school
girls in the University gymnasium. Considering that this is the first time that the "Maine''
girls have had a team, and also that it was their
first game, they did very well. The two teams
were evenly matched and their honors were
about even. At times the old Town girls showed
themselves more skillful in passing, but they
usually lost the ball before they got near enough
to the goal to shoot ; while the Maine girls kept
the ball in Old Town's territory the most of the
time, and made several close shots at the basket.
During the first half, no baskets were thrown,
but Old Town threw two goals from fouls, while
Maine threw only one, leaving the score at the
end of the half : Old Town 2, Maine i. In the
second half, the Old Town girls fouled several
times, but Maine failed to throw the goals.
About the middle of the half, Miss Balentine
threw a pretty basket — the only one thrown
during ths game —which won the game for the
Maine team. Miss Wakefield played the best
game for Maine and ran the team well.
The lineup and summary :

BASKETBALL NOTES
At the first part of the season there was some
doubt about the standing of our basketball
team. Only Capt. Owen remained from last
year's 'Varsity and prospects were very slim for
a winning team ; but by hard and constant
work Capt. Owen has now got a team which we
are not ashamed to put against any college and
which is one of the best in the history of the
University. That the team is constantly improving, was shown by the excellent exhibition of
passing and team work shown at the Colby
game at Orono.

There was an article in the last issue concerning the need of men out to rub down the basketball players after practice. Notwithstanding
this there has been no noticeable increase in the
number of men. It should be taken into consideration by the sophomores especially that the
assistant manager for next year is picked from
these men and is usually the one who shows
the most interest. Here is the chance for
prospective candidates.

It might be said at this time that there is yet
a need of more men for the second team, and
besides two substitutes are still to be picked for
the Massachusetts trip. In order for the first
team to get in good practice, there must be fast
men to play against. There is a chance for
men to get in line for next year and also an excellent opportunity for the freshmen and Sophomores to start in training for their respective
class teams.
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current varying in strength from 1500 to 3000
amperes, while those in use at present cannot
assemUniversity
utilize over soo amperes. This means a greatly
The second in the course of
blies was held in the University gymnasium on increased capacity of a plant, with regard both
Friday evening, Feb. 9. The affair was one of to floor space and time. The construction of
the most successful events of the college year the cell is simple, a wood containing vessel with
and served as a grateful relief after the hard toil a cement bottom, in which a graphite anode is
separated from a steel cathode by a curtain comof examination week and registration.
the
by
posed of several thicknesses of asbestos. The
The hall was very prettily decorated
fraternities with couches and Maine flags. The operation of the .cell is such that all corrosive
reception committee consisted of Mrs. Belcher, products are automatically disposed of, making
Mrs. Lieb, A. G. Bennett, 'o6, and G. C. the deterioration of the cell a minimum. This,
with the low cost of manufacture, and the ease
de Colligny, 'o6.
The committee in charge of the assemblies with which broken parts may be replaced are
certainly deserve a word of praise for their ex- other advantages urged in favor of the Diacellent management of these affairs. Special phragm Cell.
In addition to a large majoriy of the members
cars have been provided both to and from the
University, and everything connected with the of the Mechanical and Electrical Society presassemblies has gone off with a certain smooth- ent, the meeting was also attended by many
from the Civil and Chemical Societies.
ness that has shown perfect management.
SECOND ASSEMBLY

Jt
THE MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
SOCIETY
The regular meeting of the Mechanical and
Electrical Engineering Society was held on last
Wednesday evening at half past seven in Room
1, Alumni halll. The speaker of the meeting
was Mr. A. B. Larcher, one of the chemical engineers with the paper mills at Great Works.
Mr. Larcher graduated from Worcester Polytechnic Institute in 189o, and has devoted
much of his time since then to the subject of
electrolysis, and particularly to the perfection of
the Diaphragm Cell, an electrolysis cell used to
obtain chlorine from brine.
In a very interesting talk, Mr. Larcher told
of the many methods in use at the present time
for the electrolysis of brine, and then gave a detailed description on the construction and operation of the new Diaphragm Cell. He claims
for this cell, which he has only recently brought
to a stage of commercial practicability, several
very great advantages over the cells in use at
the present time. Perhaps the greatest of these
is the fact that it will utilize to advantage a
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NEW CATALOGUE OF UNIVERSITY OF
MAINE OUT
The annual catalogue of the University
arrived Monday, Jan. 29, and is now being circulated. The general appearance of the book is
somewhat altered this year by a change in cover
and cover design which gives it an added appearance of neatness and durability. The text
of the catalogue is of much the same nature and
arranged in the same order as that of the last
edition with several minor improvements, additions and changes.
A much larger section than hitherto has been
devoted to the summer term and the experiment station work and equipment is outlined
more fully than in former editions of the catalogue. Some interesting points are gathered together in the summary at the end which show
rather forcibly the strong rapid growth of the
force of students and faculty. The faculty statistics show the number of professors, instructors,
lecturers and assistants to be 71. These are
divided up in the following manner: College
of Arts and Sciences, 34; College of Agriculture, 34; College of Technology, 39; College
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of Pharmacy, 28; Agricultural Experiment Station, it ; College of Law, 14.
The total number of students is shown to be
611. These are divided up in the following
manlier: Graduate students, 1 2 ; seniors, 74;
juniors, 113; sophomores, 81; freshmen, 131 ;
short pharmacy, first year, nine, second year,
four; special students, 49 ; school of agriculture, first year, seven, second year, five; summer term, 6o; short agriculture, 82.
In the classification by counties several interesting points are developed. Androgcoggin,
Aroostook, Hancock, Kennebec, Piscataquis,
Somerset and York counties sent nearly the
same number of students, their standing being
27, 25, 24, 26, 24, 27, 28, respectively. Penobscot naturally leads with a big majority there
being 133 students registered from this county.
The next in number of students is Cumberland
with 47.

DATE FOR JUNIOR WEEK
The week of May 21-26 has been chosen for
Junior Week. It is hoped to give an informal
dance in the gymnasium on Monday night.
Tuesday will be devoted to the Junior Exhibition
and Ivy Day exercises. Three baseball games
and the tennis tournament will be held the latter part of the week. It is the idea of the committee to hold a spread after the Bowdoin game.
Of course there will be the Junior Promenade
and the Junior spread, the crowning events of
the week. Then there is the concert by the
Glee Club, held indoors and the outdoor band
concert.

DEBATING CLUB OFFICERS.
At a meeting of the Debating Club held on
Feb. 8, the following officers for the year were
elected: president, A. P. Rounds, '07; vicepresident, R. L. Mitchell,'o8 ; secretary and
treasurer, H. M. Ellis, 'o8.
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LOCALS
At chapel to-morrow (Feb. 14), Professor
Lentz and J. D. Maxwell will play a 'cello
duet.
A dancing party was given on Tuesday evening, Feb. 6, by the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity.
A. W. Gilbert gave a talk on Agricultural
Research at the Present Time," before the Agricultural Society on Wednesday evening, Feb. 7.
The members of Rho Rho Chapter of Sigma
Chi Fraternity, will be at home to their friends
on Wednesday evening, Feb. 14, from eight
till ten.
Prof. Tower of the department of Forestry,
is confined at the home of Instructor Davis in
Orono, with an attack of scarlet fever. Mr.
Davis and his family are also quarantined.
The town of Orono may have a Carnegie
library. Correspondence has been held with
Mr. Carnegie's secretary and if the proper conditions can be obtained in Orono the library will
follow.
At the beginning of this spring term the drill
hour was changed from 4.30 P. 31. to II A. M.
This time is much more agreeable to all concerned, as it gives the entire afternoon to be
devoted to laboratory work or drawing.
Prof. Woods gave a very interesting lecture
before the Twentieth Century Club in Bangor
on Feb. 6. His subject, Food and Nutrition.
The lecture has caused a great deal of favorable
comment and has been copied into several of the
state papers.
There was a large attendance of students at
the Minstrel show given in the town hall on Feb.
5. Music was furnished by the college orchestra. Among the students participating were C.
W. Reynolds, P. A. Drew, W. M. Hinkley, J.
N. Jewett, W. H. Burke and N. H. Mayo.
An offer has been received from the Bowker
Fertilizer company by the college of agriculture
of a prize to students in the school course in
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agriculture. The prize consists of one-half a
ton of Stockbridge fertilizer and is awarded to
the student writing the best essay on fertilizer.
As the CAMPUS went to press on Saturday
morning, we were unable to give an account of
the B. A. A. meet, the Colby game and several
other events of importance that happened on
Saturday night. A full account of these events
will be given in the next issue.
President Fellows is a very busy man at this
particular season. During the past two weeks
he has attended alumni meetings in Boston,
Pittsburg, New York City and Schenectady.
Last week he addressed the Normal School in
Farmington and spoke before the Twentieth
Century Club in Bangor.
Students are reminded of the next lecture
which comes on Thursday, Feb. 15. It is given
by Professor Chase on the "Home of Our Prehistoric Ancestors." The lecture after this,
coming on Feb. 23, by Mrs. A. W. McGee on
"A Woman's Experience in the Japanese
Army," will end the series of lectures for the
year.
On Feb. 20, a meeting will be held in Orono
to discuss plans for a good roads rally in the
town. Several of the faculty and students are
interested in this movement. This will mean a
great deal to the University and will give the
town of Orono an opportunity to start in a great
industrial movement that has been so successfully carried out in several of the states.

.201
BATES BASEBALL SCHEDULE
April 24. Boston College at Boston.
April 25. Ilarvard University at Cambridge.
April 26. Tufts College at Medford.
May. 5. Bowdoin College at Brunswick.
May 9. University of Maine at Lewiston.
May 23. Open.
May 30. (Exchange game) Bowdoin at Lewiston.
June 2. Boston College at Lewiston.
June 6. Colby at Waterville.
June 9. Colby at Lewiston.
A trip is being planned for April 18 and 19, as
follows :
April 18. Phillips-Exeter.
April 19. Phillips-Andover.

LAW SCHOOL NOTES
Justice Emery of the Supreme Judicial Court
of Maine has just finished a very interesting and
instructive course of lectures at the Law school
on "What to do in Court and How." The applause which the Justice received from the
students on his appearance and especially at the
end of his last lecture, shows the high esteem in
which he is held by the whole student body.
A stenographer was employed to take Justice
Emery's lectures, and it is planned at present to
have them typewritten. Among those attending
the lectures were President Fellows, Dean W. E.
Walz, Prof. A. E. Rogers, Messrs. Simpson and
Fletcher of the faculty ; F. H. Purrinton of
Yale, W. V. McLean, '05, A. S. Crawford, '05,
and many of the practicing attorneys of Bangor.
At a meeting of the students last Thursday,
Mr. J. P. Dudley was elected manager of the
baseball team for the present year, and a fine
schedule is promised.

ot
PRESS CLUB WORK.
Some may wonder, when they hear the notice
read in chapel of the meeting of the Press Club
every Saturday morning, what this club really
is and what it is doing.
The Press Club is composed of those students
who write for newspapers and keep the people
of the State informed of the news of the University. On every Saturday morning there is a
meeting in Coburn Hall, in which all the news
items are given out, and the members work
them up into articles for the papers. This
offers a very good opportunity for correspondents to get hold of the news. Arrangements
have been made by which students can get
credit for this work in their course.
The work of this club is of great importance
to the University. It is keeping the people of
the State interested in the students and their
work, and constantly in touch with the institution. It is a very effective means of advertising
and a great many more students are needed to

write for the different papers of the State,
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CHANGES IN FOOTBALL.
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The new football rules committee held a very
important meeting in New York on Saturday,
Jan. 27. Below are given the recommendations
adopted. It is expected that further changes in
the game will be made at the next meeting of
the committee, to be held Feb. to.
Any man back of the snapper-back shall be
allowed to make a forward pass provided the
ball is not passed beyond the line of scrimmage
or to a player who is in the line of scrimmage
Athen the ball is put in play. Six men shall
always be on the line of scrimmage. The five
centre men shall always be in the line except
that one of the centre men may drop back at
least five yards. In this case another man shall
take his place on the rush line. Not more than
six men shall be on the line of scrimmage on the
defence, the balance to be clearly behind the
feet of all the linemen and inside the men on the
end of the rush line. There shall be no tackling below the knees except by the men on the
line of scrimmage for the defence. Of these,
the men occupying the positions on the ends of
the line of scrimmage cannot tackle below the
knees. Hurdling the line is prohibited. Definitions of what shall constitute hurdling will be
formulated later.
Players shall be disqualified for striking with
fists or elbows, for kneeing and kicking. Any
deliberate injury of an opponent shall be punished by disqualification for the remainder of
the game. A substitute shall be allowed at
once. It is further recommended to the colleges and universities that their faculties pass
rules that shall provide that any player upon
being disqualified the second time in a season
shall be declared ineligible to play football again
within a year. In addition to the penalty on a
player for deliberately injuring another player
his team shall lose half the distance to its own
goal line.
Unnecessary roughness shall include: (a) Striking the runner with the ball
in the face, with heel or hand on the defence.
(b) Meeting with the knee. (c) Striking the
runner with the locked hands by linemen breaking through. (d) Tripping. (e) Tackling
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the runner when out of bounds, and all other
acts of unnecessary roughness. The penalty of
these acts of unnecessary roughness shall be the
loss of fifteen yards. Unsportsmanlike conduct
shall include the use of abusive or insulting language to opponents or officials. The penalty
for such offence shall be suspension for the remainder of the game. This is different from
disqualification, and such punishment does not
affect the standing of the player regarding any
future game. It shall be the duty of all officials
to observe and penalize for the above offences.
This much was done regarding the definition
of holding. Players on the team having possession of the ball shall not hold, block or otherwise obstruct opponents, except with the body,
but the player running with the ball may ward
off an opponent with the hand. Holding, warding off or obstructing shall include:(a)
Grappling with the opponet with the hands.
(b) Placing hands upon an opponet to push
him away from the play. ( This rule will be
further defined at the next meeting.)
Neutral—In a scrimmage the holder of the
ball shall place it flat upon the ground and put
it in play with its long axis at right angles to
the line of scrimmage, and until the ball is put
in play, no part of any player except the man
who puts the ball in play, shall be ahead of the
point of the ball nearer his own goal. The tenyard rule was passed, without, however, any
action as to the number of downs that shall be
allowed a team to make the distance in. The
matter of the number of downs will be taken up
subsequently. It shall be the duty of the
referee to impose penalties for violating any rule
enforced by any official. There shall be four
officials — one referee, two umpires and a linesman for each important game. In games of
minor importance the second umpire may be
dispensed with by mutual consent.
os
As a result af Columbia's returning to the old
Intercollegiate Fencing Association the schedule of this organization has been thrown into
disorder. In the fall Columbia withdrew and
the schedule was arranged without her.
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ALUMNI

MILITARY HOP

'82

Upon the sixteenth of this month comes the
military hop, one of the big dances of the college year. All arrangements for it have not
been completed as yet, but one is safe in saying
that it will be one of the best if not the best
military ball ever given at the University.
The full college band will furnish the music,
and only those who have danced to band music
can realize how much this means. The chapel
and gymnasium will be decorated as never
before. During the intermission refreshments
will be served.
The freshmen in the battalion have done
better than usual in purchasing tickets for the
hop, but so far the upper classes have not responded very well. As only a limited number
of tickets are to be sold outside of the battalion
any non-military man who desires to secure a
ticket had better do so as soon as possible.
On the committee having charge of the hop
are Major Wallace, Capts. Worcester and
Glover, Lieuts. H. G. Philbrook and Erskine.

Dr. J. H. Patten, of Amherst, Me., is mentioned as a Republican candidate for State senator from Hancock county.
'89
Dr. Jerry Ferguson represented his Alma Mater at a recent Immigration Conference held in
New York City.
'78
J. C. Patterson of St. Paul, Minn., has recently been appointed assistant chief engineer of
the Great Northern Railroad. Mr. Patterson
has been with the Great Northern for several
years, and his promotion to this office, which
was created for him, came as a recognition of
his valuable services to the company.
'96
F. E. Weymouth has an important position in
the United States Reclamation Service, and is
located at present at Glendive, Mont.
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3.30

2.30-4.
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7.30

2.30-4.
3.30
7.30

8.00

LAW SCHOOL, '02

Hon. V. A. Putnam of Danforth, Me., is
slated as the Republican candidate for State senator from Washington county in the next election. Mr. Putnam is a young lawyer of great
ability, and has been very active in county politics since his graduation.
'03

R. M Connor is at Glendive, Montana, in the
government Reclamation Service.
'05
The Reclamation Service seems to be a popular field with '05 men. The following members
of that class are now in the Service at Glendive,
Mont.: C. W. Bowles, A. J. Hayes, L. H.
Mitchell, F. W.Talbot and F. T.Crowe, ex-'05.

Harvard's prospect for lacrosse the coming
season is very good. The candidates will begin
indoor practice soon. There is some prospect of
a trip for the team to the South.

2.30-4.
3.30

THE DEBATING CLUB.
At the last regular meeting of the Debating
Club, Daniel Chase 'o8, was elected manager of
the club. As it is impossible to have a debate
with Bates this year, Mr. Chase has written to
Boston University in regard to an intercollegiate debate, but they also will not be able to
meet us this year. Letters have also been written to Bowdoin and Colby, but no reply has yet
been received from either.
The election of officers for the rest of the year
took place at the meeting of the club Thursday
evening. The following question was discussed,
Resolved: that the present system of excluding
a man from examinations on account of absences
should be abolished. The speakers for the
affirmative were A. P. Rounds '07, and A. E.
Tremaine ; and for the negative, C. N. Garland
'07, and F. J. Simmons.
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CALENDAR FOR FEB., 13-20
TUESDAY, FEB.
2.30-4.30

3.30

13.

P. M. Track practice in gym.
Baseball practice in cage.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 14.

2.30-4.30 P.M.
3.30
4.00

6.45
7.00
7.30

Track practice in gym.
Baseball practice in cage.
Meeting of Chemical Club in Fernald
Hall.
Y. M. C. A. meeting in Art Guild.
Basketball practice in gym.
Junior Civil Society meeting in Wingate Hall.
Meeting of Mechanical and Electrical
Society in Wingate Hall.
Agricultural Club meeting in Holmes
Hall.
THURSDAY, FEB. 15.

2.30-4.30
3.30
7.30

8.00

P. M. Track practice in gym.
Baseball practice in cage.
Debating Club meeting in Art Guild.
Deutcher Verein meeting in Coburn
Hall.
University Lecture in Alumni Hall.
FRIDAY, FEB.

2.30-4.30

3.30
7.00

P. M. Track practice in gym.
Baseball practice in cage.
Basketball practice in gym.

9.00 A. M. Press Club meeting in Coburn Hall.
8.00 P. NI. Basketball-Maine vs. Tufts in Orono.
MONDAY, FEB. 19.
7.00

P. M. Track practice in gym.
Basketball practice in gym.

We are unable to publish the musical rehearsals for
the week, as they had not been made out when THE
CAMPUS %eta to press.
.
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Maine has not played Wesleyan for three years,
when she defeated them badly. The return
game with the Massachusetts Agricultural College is new to the Maine list.
THE SCHEDULE.
April Ii. Harvard at Cambridge.
April 12. Mass. Aggies at Amherst.
April 14. Phillips-Exeter at Exeter, N. H.
April i6. Norwich University at Northfield, Vt.
April 17. University of Vermont at Burlington, Vt.
April 18. University of Vermont at Burlington, Vt.
April 21. Coburn Classical at Orono.
April 26. Ricker Classical at Orono.
April 28. Bowdoin at Brunswick.
April 30. Tufts at Medford.
May i. Harvard 2nd at Cambridge.
May 2. Wesleyan at Middletown, Ct.
May 5. Maine Wesleyan at Orono.
May 9. Bates at Lewiston.
May io. Tufts at Orono.
May 16. Colby at Orono.
May 19. M. I. A. A. meet at Lewiston.
May 23. Bowdoin at Orono.
May 24. Mass. Aggies at Orono.
May 26. Bates at Orono.
June 2. Colby at Orono.

16.

SATURDAY, FEB. 17.

2.30-4.30

CAMPUS

.4 .0

BASEBALL SCHEDULE FOR 1906
Manager Hayward announced the baseball
schedule on Feb. 5. It is one of the most attractive schedules of recent seasons. Two trips
are arranged for out of the State and the usual
games will be played with the Maine colleges.
No game could be arranged with Yale this year.

AMONG THE COLLEGES
Harvard and Cornell will row on the Charles
river May 26.
Ralph Glaze of Dartmouth, will probably play
with the Boston Americans this season.
Trinity has received the sum of $6000, the income of which is to form a scholarship.
Amherst takes a western trip the coming base
ball season, playing Illinois, Chicago and
Wisconsin.
Harvard has played only one intercollegiate
game of hockey on the Stadium rink this winter, that being with Brown during the past
week.
Rev. Thomas E. Murphy was recently installed in the presidency of Holy Cross. He
succeeds Rev. Fr. Joseph F. Hanselman, who
held the position for five years.
The president of the intercollegiate golf asso-
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ciation is this year a Chicago man. This shows
how the association is expanding especially
toward the West.
In the interclass fencing tournament at Harvard, the Juniors came off the victors. The
captain of the Junior team won the individual
championship.
A new game has been invented at the North
Adams, Mass. Y. M. C. A. Association. Foot
ball is played indoors on the gym floor without
any modifications in the rules.
Among the changes in football proposed by
the "big nine" of the West, the coaches must
be a member of the faculty and no student who
has ever received an academic degree is eligible
to play on the teams.
There is much discussion over abolishing professional coaches at Yale and other questions
pertaining to the present condition of athletics.
This present controversy has extended over
quite a period of time.
Michigan University Senate decided unanimously to retain "Hurry Up" Yost as football
coach despite the results of the Chicago conference. Also the suggestion to drop the game for
two years met with a decisive defeat.
"Tom" McCarthy, for the past two years
Holy Cross baseball coach, has been engaged to
coach the Dartmouth team the coming season.
McCarthy played for fifteen years on the Boston
Nationals. Candidates will be called out about
March 15.

CAMPUS

A STUDENT DIRECTORY
Football — Manager, E. W. Philbrook ; captain,
J. II. Burleigh.

NT(

Baseball—Manager, G. E. Hayward; captain, W.0.
Frost.
Basketball — Manager, H. H. Hoxie ; captain, G. S.
Owen.
Tennis—Manager, A. J. Butterworth; captain, M. R.
Lovett.

th(
at
th

Track Athletics—Manager, B. F.Williams; captain,
R. II. Porter.

CO1

Athletic Association—President, F. A. Banks; secretary, W. L. Sturtevant.
Musical Association—President, E. J. Wilson.
Glee Club — Manager,J. K. Goodrich; leatle-r-, A. B.
Plummer.
Mandolin Club— Manager, J. K. Goodrich; leader,
F. D. Southard.
Banjo Club—Manager, J. K. Goodrich; leader,
S. M. Bird.
U. of M. Band — Manager, C. H. Lekberg ; leader,
A. B. Plummer.
Orchestra — Manager, A. B. Plummer; leader, T. F.
Bye.
Debating Club—Manager, A. P. Rounds; president,
C. E. Davis.
The Y. M. C. A.—President, H. L. Churchill; secretary, E. A. Stanford.
THE MAINE CAMPUS — Manager, A. G. Bennett;
managing editor, W. L. Sturtevant.
"The Prism" — Manager, E. J. Wilson ; editor-inchief, T. A. Malloy.
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